MY SPA 3.7 – New in this Version
Personalized Calendars
Under ‘Personal Settings’, each user can edit the
display and names of the ‘per Day’ calendars, as
well as create individual calendars by clicking on
the plus icon.
You can delete an existing calendar by clicking
on the X-icon next to the name.

By clicking on the name of the calendar, the
editing screen will open where you may define the
display of employees or rooms per drag & drop. You can also edit the name.

Appointment Quick Info
To offer appointment details in a way that is more
comfortable to read, we included a mouse over
function in the calendar. If you hover the mouse
over an appointment, you now may see a preview
of the appointment details. If you are connected to
Protel, the guest’s room number and his or her
stay duration is displayed as well.
You may activate and deactivate this feature under
‘Main Settings’ – ‘Shop Data’ by checking/
unchecking the box next to ‘Show Appointment
Hover’.
These appointment details are loaded, whenever the page is refreshed. If the details are not shown,
please refresh the page by clicking on CTRL+F5.
To edit an appointment, you still need to click on it.

Appointment booking – find the guest
Selecting the guest is now even faster. Simply enter the guest name or his room number in the
appointment booking mask. If you enter a room number, all checked in guests that match this room at
the day of the appointment, will be shown in a list of the second booking mask. In the next step, you
will be able to choose the right person from the list of MY SPA customers or the guests from the
hotelsystem with all their stays.

Customer Screen – more info, enhanced possibilities
We included more functionality, therefore designed some topics as expandable + and retractable elements. All information about the guest’s actual or upcoming stay are summarized. His bundles are
divided in open and closed packages, his appointments are divided in upcoming and deleted
treatments, and we show the complete treatment history. The same applies to additional sales.

If you are connected to the Protel hotelsystem, you may see details about the momentarily or
upcoming stays, as well as former stays.
The print icon now refers to a certain stay, showing all of the guest’s appointments referring to the
chosen stay.

Appointments
The screen of the ‘Appointments’ Page has been redesigned. As we offer more information, we
included expandable + and retractable - elements.

Multiple Selection Employee Plans
If you choose to print the specialists‘ daily plans for your employees, you may now select them from
the Drop-Down list (hold ctrl and click on individual names).

If you now click on the PDF icon, a PDF
document will be created, including one
individual sheet per chosen person. The
Printout now shows also the notes of each
appointment.

Proof of Performance Sheet
Besides the customer booking confirmation PDF (showing all future appointments) the proof of
performance sheet shows the guests appointments of a single day and – new – one for every specialist.
You might want to print all sheets in one step: Go to ‘Appointments’, choose your day and specialists
from the Drop-Down list (hold ctrl and click on the names) and click on the Icon:

If you print the proof of performance sheet after billing and you gave a discount, the discounted price
will now be displayed on the PDF.

Appointment Confirmation Sheet for all Arriving Guests
If your PMS is Protel, and MY SPA is connected to it by using the Wellness planner API, you may print
all appointment confirmations of arriving guests for the next day in one step. Go to ‚Appointments‘,
scroll down to ‚Check-ins‘ expand it by clicking on the + and choose the arrival day. Klick on the
printer icon on the right next to the date and all appointment confirmations for each guest and their
momentarily stay will be printed in one PDF.

Calendar Detail Screen
We changed the sorting of the information, that you see in the calendar: first you see the room,
second the guests‘ name, and then the appointment details (given the guest stays in the hotel).

Quick Search for Room
Number
Now you may search not only for a
guests‘ name, but also for a room number
in the first booking mask of a new
appointment. If you do so, all checked in
guests that matches this room at the day
of the appointment, will be shown in a list
of the second booking mask.

Main Settings
Copying a Treatment
In the list of treatments there is an icon, next to the magnifying glass symbol, which allows you to
create an identical treatment.

If you click on the ‘copy icon’, a pre-filled editable screen will open, where all the information from the
treatment that may be copied will already be available (except for pictures and treatment details).
Under “Treatment Name”, you will find that a “Copy” was added behind the name of the treatment as
a remark.

Now you enter a treatment duration(s) and price, as well as an ID (only if you use a PMS connection). If
needed, you also may upload new pictures for the online booking.
Information for Multi-Outlet: If you copy a global treatment and you are in the overview of one specific
shop, the copy will be created as a local treatment for the shop you are logged in.

To create a global copy, first choose “all” in the shop menu at the top and then start the copying
process.

Packages: Price Management of individual Components
From now on, you can define the prices of all treatments included in a package, when editing it. You
can create a new package as usual by giving a name and a package price and by choosing which
treatments are included.

After you have clicked on ‘Save Data’, you will
be directed to another screen where you can
edit the individual treatment prices, delete
package components or add new ones, if you
want to. If you don’t, you can click on Cancel
and MYSPA will use the automatically
calculated percentage prices for the
treatments.

If you change the individual price of a
package treatment, the difference to
the original package price will be
shown next to “Price” at the top and
you will be warned when there is a
discrepancy. The new package price,
as calculated from the entered
individual prices, will be shown in red.

You can remove a treatment by
clicking on the minus icon next to
it. Furthermore, you can search
for a treatment to add to the
package by writing in the search
field under the package
components.

Choose one of the suggested treatments by clicking on the name and add it to the package by clicking
on the plus icon.

Now define a price within the
package for the new treatment
and adapt the other individual
prices or the package price, if
necessary. If you click on
‘Cancel’, your last changes will
be lost and the package will be
saved with its original prices.
You may also change the price
afterwards by choosing the
desired package and clicking on
‘Edit’. Here, it should be noted that
the changes will not apply to packages already booked beforehand.

MYPOS- and Protel-ID’s for Treatments
If you use the MYPOS Cashpoint in connection with MYSPA and Protel is connected (Shop Data – PMS
Connection: MYPOS + Protel), you will see two fields available to you when editing or creating a
treatment, the MYPOS item ID and the Protel ID, so you can link the treatment to both systems.

Protel Wellness API
The shop data settings have been extended by the tab ‘Settings for PMS Connection’ to allow you to
set the connected PMS through the interface and control the communication of reservations, as well as
the payment between Protel and MY SPA and/or allow the payment through MYPOS.
When defining Protel as your PMS, the Protel-Wellness-Interface will be used for transferring the guest
data including room, reservation number, duration of stay and arrangements. In return, MY SPA will
transmit appointment reservations and book them to the guest’s hotel invoice, or, by using MY SPA in
combination with MY POS, the protel POS XML interface will be used additionally for the extended
Cashpoint billing to allow all payment methods that require a printed bill.

Posting of Protel Arrangements
All Treatments, which were booked as parts of an arrangement, are automatically reported to MY SPA
as open packages with the status ‘already paid’. They are bound to the guest’s stay and a certain
treatment, and protel expects an answer that the treatment was performed successfully.
In the ‘Appointments’ screen, you see all package reservations with details about his stay: duration,
reservation- and room number.

Make appointments for the parts of the arrangements. As long as the treatments have not been
performed, it shows the status: ‘The customer did not participate’. When the treatment was
accomplished, please click on this icon to set the status to
‘The customer participated”.
With this click, MY SPA reports to Protel this arrangement
part as successfully performed. Please note: Once this was
done, it cannot be changed again!

Upselling
Besides the integration of the fiscal compliant cash-point system MY POS, you may now manage your
ancillary sales in MY SPA and post them directly to protel. Please note, that this feature set is an
additional license module.
All sales are posted directly to protel on the guest’s account and protel will issue an invoice. Therefore,
external Spa guests must be checked in as Day Visitor in the hotelsystem. If you prefer to issue fiscal
compliant invoices at the wellness desk, please ask for the MY POS cashpoint system.
Under ‘Main Settings’ you will find a new topic: Items. You need to be a user with user rights ‘Admin’,
‘Shop Admin’ or ‘Supervisor’ to manage articles.

VAT Rates
Please enter all possible VAT rates, used in your Spas for articles. You are free to choose a name for
each VAT rate.

Add your new entries by clicking on the green +icon or edit an existing entry by clicking on the pencil.
Save all changes with a click on the green check icon.

Selling articles from the MY SPA Upselling module does not issue fiscal compliant invoices, but reports
sales to protel front office, where the guest bill is settled. Therefore, all VAT entries are used internally
only for correct statistical calculations of net turnover. In the Multi-Property Version, you are free to
choose to calculate with local or global VAT.
Deleting VAT Rates is not possible, because it is used for statistics. If a VAT rate is no longer needed,
please change or deactivate it.

Item Categories
If needed, you may create main categories for your articles. They are used as a filter in the article
booking screen.

Enter a new category in the light green field next to the green + symbol. Edit the sorting in the
booking mask category filter by entering a number. 1 will be the first entry shown in the Drop-Down
menu. Edit existing entries by clicking on the pencil and save your entries by clicking on the green
check icon.

Managing Items
Create new items or edit your entries by clicking on the Magnifier Icon. In the article detail screen, you
may enter the article’s name, which will be used in the booking mask and as posting information sent
to protel.

The description is an information for your employees, the VAT and categories are offered from the
settings for both. The product EAN barcode may be entered if a barcode scanner is connected and
may be used for a faster posting in the sales process.

In the Multi-Outlet-Version you can manage the categories and VAT rates for each spa separately.
Check the box next to the shop you want to sell the item at and if needed, set deviating prices, VAT
rates or enter a different item ID.

Select and post articles
To post ancillary sales, the guest must be checked in with a valid reservation number and stay.
Therefore, you will find the feature in four different spots:
1. In the appointments list:

2. In the calendar’s
appointment detail screen:

3. In the customers list:

4. In the customers detail screen:

In every case, an item posting screen will open,
enabling you to book available sales items for this
customer. Filtering items by category or search for part
of the name will speed up your posting process.

Choose the desired item (or multiple items) by clicking
on the according button.

If a barcode scanner is attached and EAN barcodes were entered before, you may simply scan the EAN
barcode of the product, and it will be found immediately. We are happy to help you to find suitable
scanner hardware. Confirm your selection by clicking on the posting icon.

A pop-up will open, confirming your booking. Now you can sell more items or close the booking mask.
If unpaid sales items are in the guest’s shopping card, you will see this icon:
If opened again, you will find all already added sales for this customer in the upper screen area as a
collapsed element. As long as these sales were not transmitted to protel, they may be deleted with a
click on the basket icon.

Payment Dialogue
Transferring treatments and sales to the hotel system may be done in various sections. The
guest must be checked in to proceed: You will find the Pay Icon in the Appointment list, the list
of unpaid articles, in the appointment’s detail screen and in the customer’s detail screen. If you are
connected to the hotelsystem, clicking on the coin icon will open this dialog:

You may now pay all services and ancillary sales booked for the guest, or choose them by checking
them. All prices may be changed manually. Overall discounts may be granted by entering a percentage
in the last field.
Tip may be entered for the guests’ treatment specialist, as well as any other employee.
If you wish to post tip only, please go the customer’s detail Screen and directly click on the Pay icon.
Now you may choose the employee, enter a tip amount and post it directly to hotelsystem.

Reporting
Protel Sales Report
If you are connected to Protel by using the Wellness API, you will find a new report under ‚Reporting‘
and then ‚Sales Report’. This statistical revenue, created as a CSV Export by clicking on the button
‘Protel Report’, relates your employees’ sales to the number of hotel guests, staying in the hotel. You
may choose all, one or multiple employees of one SPA for your report.

Protel Transaction Log
To check the transactions between MY SPA and Protel, we created a new logfile under ‘Reports’: the
Protel transaction log. You may view all or open the Extended Search to look up, if a posting
transmission for a certain guest or reservation number was successful. We show the exact response of
Protel as we receive it.

